We enter the Darijan valley
kind of halo against dark silhouettes of promontories, tier
after tier beyond them and below.
Here we left our old route, descended steeply to the fordr
climbed a slope of sunlit fields facing west, and then among
thickets where violet leaves and a speckly thing like foxglove
brought English woods to mind, we turned a corner and saw
the Darijan valley running from east to west, flat like a map
in sunlight.
An old keep called Qal'a Marvan, now only a mound of
stones, stands at the turn of the valley, with a view down the
Seh Hizar as well as into Darijan. From here our path
descended easily, and brought us in dusk across the stream to
Sern (about ten houses), and in fifteen minutes or so after to
Shahristan (twenty houses). Here one of the older villagers,
sitting over an evening pipe on his threshold as we came
riding up, asked us to halt for the night.
The Watering Resort
It does not do in this crowded world ever to suppose that
one is first anywhere, and the Emir Sipahsalar of Tunakabun,
who committed suicide at the age of eighty, owing to an in-
convenient exhibition of royal curiosity in his financial affairs,
and who used to own a shooting box beyond Darijan, is said
once to have brought a party of Englishmen up this valley.
Apart from this we heard that a Hungarian engineer with a
Greek wife, one of twenty, who, as a direct consequence of the
suicide, were plotting out and preparing to develop the region
for its new master the Shah, was installed in the last village.
The people of Shahristan, however, might have been South
Sea Islanders before the days of Captain Cook so little were they
influenced by these contacts with civilization. They rushed
to me as if I were a circus. Twenty times or more I was asked
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